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DESCRIPTION:
The modul based BLACKBOX bench is a flexibel and multi functional benching 
system, consisting of a single moduled bench, which can be conneced endlessly 
by the use of linking devices. 

The linking is simple, and is done with out the use of tools. One solution today, an-
other tomorrow....re-arrange on the fly, add meeting tables, chairs, standing tables 
- or even the elegant BLACKBOX sidetable - as you create long shaped forms... 

Each bench is made seperately, and has it’s own base. However, bases can be 
ordered covering several modules.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:
Upholstery: Leather or textile
Base: Blackpainted MDF

DRAWINGS:

MEASUREMENTS:
H45 x B45 x L90cm
Linking devices: L45/90 x 16cm

LARS VEJEN
My professional passion is very simple; I love finding and 
shaping the good idea! Enjoy seeing it realized in collaboration 
with talented people within their separate fields of handcraft, 
engineering, marketing, sales, logistics. Design thinking when it 
is best and works in full understanding and acknowledgement 
of the value of all people involved in a product development.

I use my background as architect to extract the essence of a 
need. To see a potential in the context of a space, in architec-
ture and in the people without whom none of it would make 
much sense. 

Great inspiration is for me found simply by living life! Seeing the 
way human, things, shapes, nature, structures and elements 
interacts. Knowledge gathered from years of experience with 
a wide range of very different professional partners gives me 
valuable insight and cross-references to enhance my creativity. 

It is always the same great pleasure finding the right solution.
Finding the balance.

DESIGN:
Lars Vejen (2008)

WARRANTY & SUSTAINABILITY:
Wood and laminate are eco-friendly, and can be recycled. 
Plastic fittings can be re-used. Leather and fabric can be 
reused or re-cycled.

There are 5 years warranty on manufacturering defects on all 
standard products (standard sizes, shapes, materials). The 
warranty does not cover fabric, leather, special or customer 
own materials. Normal tear and wear is not covered by 
warranty. Warranty for lamps is 2 years.
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HEADQUARTER // SHOWROOM
JENSENplus
Frederiksdalvej 8
DK-8940 Randers SV
T: +45 5363 0000
info@jensenplus.dk
www.jensenplus.dk

JENSENplus - This documentation and the products and 
designations therein are protected by law, including the 
Danish Copyright Act, Trademark Act and Marketing 
Practices Act, and may not be used without prior written 
authority from JENSENplus. Legal proceedings may be 
instituted against any parties breaching the rights of 
JENSENplus.
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